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The north atlantic treaty organization stipulated that

North Atlantic Agreement Aranazatavanosiutor Proportion3:4 [1] Adupitiduktober 14, 1953 (1953-10-14) Desagan Dark Blue (Pantone 280) a white complex rose charm from which the concharine is charged with four white lines. The North Atlantic Agreement Organization (NATO) flag consists of a black blue field charged with a white complex rose charm,
with four white lines radioting from four cardanal instructions. Three years after the creation of NATO, it has been the FLAG of NATO since October 14, 1953. Blue is the color atlantic ocean symbol, while the circle stands for unity. D'White d'Howre in front of the first flag used by NATO, October 8, 1951. The Supreme Headquarters is the flag of the allied
powers, used by NATO from 1951 to 1953. The flag of the power of The Cosuo from 2008 to 2009 was established on April 4, 1949, when the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was established by twelve nations to counter the threat understood by the Soviet Union. [2] The first flag used by NATO october 5, 1951, by General D.White D. Howor, which
helped design it. [3] The 1951 flag consisted of a green field with the allied powers of the Supreme Headquarters of Europe (Shape), which still uses the flag. NATO started looking for a lookout to make a difference to this form, a task handled by the new configured information policy working group. After several discussions, he concluded that a flag was
necessary for his organization containing the charm, and it would recommend it to the North Atlantic Council. [4] The Council had to be simple and beat apart from highlighting the peaceful purpose of the agreement. Several suggestions were rejected. [4] The kashwas was finally approved on 14october 1953. The decision was announced by Hasting Ismay,
1st Barron Ismay – nato's first secretary general – 28 exactly two weeks later in October, where he also explained the pretence behind the selected design. [4] He called the flag simple and offensive. [5] However, the flag did not receive the globally well, and for example we were condemned as a strange and exotic salutation to Congress Manjohn Torours
Wood, who flagged. He described in the light of an alleged incident where the Flag of america was changed by the NATO flag at the headquarters of supreme allied commander Atlantic in Northolk, Virginia. The first launch of the modern flag was on November 9, 1953, at the opening ceremony of the Atlantic Exhibition in Paris. 4 However, there is a lot to be
known about this occasion, as there are no documented speech present at the event. [4] Symbolism take the colours of the flag into cultural, political and regional meaning. The deep blue plain represents the Atlantic Ocean while the circle For unity in NATO member countries. The Kumpass rose swayed towards the path of peace, which is meant to be a
symbol for member countries. It has been updated once. 4 [8] The Flag is also seen in the Western Union^ //nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pictures/history_dyn_a-star-is-born/20161103_e1-symbols_a-star-is-born_nato-flag.jpg ^ Panded, Richard (1999). Founder of NATO. Date today. 49 (4). Diu, March 5, 2014. ^ Pasta Press (October 6, 1951) The
FLAG OF NATO has been raised at the AQ headquarters. Sunsanati Inkwarar ^ a b c d e f The birth of the kush. NATO.int North Atlantic Agreement Organization. Originally from September 12th, 2016, plus. Posted on September 12, 2016. CS1 Main T: Boot: Original URL Status Unknown (Link) ^ NATO: Color. Time. November 9, 1953. Diu, March 5, 2014.
^ a b The Adaho Lawmaker r NATO Flag. To review the spokesperson. Associated Press. April 18, 1952. 12. Diumarch 5, 2014. ^ NATO flag Toledo Blade. Reuters. November 10, 1953. p. 2. Diu, March 5, 2014. ^ Le Da'Avde L'OTAN — NATO Flag (PDF). CPVA.ca the former Canadian Peace Association. Diu, March 6, 2014. NATO has a star born on the
flag of the world of external contacts. The North Atlantic Agreement Organization Https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Flag_of_NATO&amp;oldid=989058167 the North Atlantic Agreement Organization was created in 1949 by the United States, Canada and several Western European countries to provide collective security against the Soviet Union.
NATO was the first peacekeeper alliance whose United States came out of the Western Half. After the destruction of World War II, the nations of Europe struggled to rebuild their economies and ensure security. The former needs a huge inflows of aid to reestablish war-rat-ractory scenes and help produce food, and later need a reassurance from the Soviet
Union against germany or the titted. The United States saw an economically strong, rearmed and integrated Europe as a key way to prevent communist expansion across the continent. As a result, Secretary george marshall proposed a massive economic aid program to Europe. As a result, the European Rehabilitation Program, or marshall plan, not only
facilitated European economic integration but also promotes the idea of shared interests and cooperation between the United States and Europe. Soviets either participated in the Marshall Plan or allowed its satellite states in Eastern Europe to help strengthen the growing division between east and west in Europe. In 1947 – in 1948, a series of western
European nations were made concerned about their physical and political security and The United States has the right to be more closely involved in European affairs. With the ongoing civil war in Greece, tensions in Turkey, President Harry S. Tremeen claimed that the United States would provide economic and military assistance to both countries and at
the same time any other nation must fight the attempt to take over. The Soviet-sponsored coup in Czechoslovakia was a result of the Communist regime that came to power on German borders. The elections in Italy were also focused because the Communist Party had won significantly among Italian voters. Moreover, the events in Germany also caused
concern. After the war, Germany's control and rule of style had long been disputed, and in mid-1948, Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin chose to examine western resolve by implementing a blockade against West Berlin, which was then under the control of the united States, British and French but was home to Eastern Germany under soviet union control. The
Berlin crisis brought the United States and soviet Union to the very heart of the conflict, although a massive flight helped the city to completely prevent any conflict. These events have made American authorities possibly alert to the possibility that countries in Western Europe can deal with their security concerns by negotiating with the Soviet Union. To
counter this possible turn of events, the Treumen administration has considered the possibility of establishing a European-American alliance that will make the United States committed to strengthenwestern Europe's security. The countries of Western Europe were ready to consider a collective security solution. In response to the growing tensions and
security concerns, representatives from several countries in Western Europe gathered together to establish a military alliance. Britain, France, Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg signed the Agreement on The City of Belgium in March 1948. Their agreement provided collective defence. If one of them was attacked , others were bound to defend him . At
the same time, the Treumen administration added a peace draft, military setting, and called the historic Lone Republican Congress to consider a military alliance with Europe. In May 1948, Republican Senator Arthur H. Vandanborg suggested that the President had sought a security agreement with Western Europe that would follow the UN charter, but
outside the Security Council where the Soviet Union held veto power. The Vandanborg resolution passed, and negotiations started for the North Atlantic Agreement. Despite the general agreement on the concept behind the agreement, it took many months to work out the right terms. The Us Congress adopted the acquisition of international unity but
remained concerned about the words of the agreement. Western Countries The United States wanted to intervene automatically in the case of an attack, but under the U.S. Constitution, it has the power to declare war with Congress. Negotiations worked to find language that european states would believe but the United States would not have to act in a way
that violated its own laws. In addition, the European partnership for collective security will need massive military support from the United States to help rebuild Western Europe's defense capabilities. While the European Nations had argued for individual grants and assistance, the United States wanted to make aid conditional on regional cooperation. The third
problem was the question of capacity. The Agreement of The Beresls preferred that membership in the Alliance be limited to members of the United States in addition to the agreement. American Winfud felt that to get the new deal from expanding north Atlantic, including Canada, Iceland, Denmark, Norway, Ireland and Scotland. Together, these countries
established a bridge between the coasts opposite the Atlantic Ocean, which made it necessary that military action would be simplified. The outcome of these extensive negotiations was the signing of the North Atlantic Agreement in 1949. In this agreement, the United States of America, Canada, Belgium, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Norway, And Britain agreed to consider an attack against all along with threats and defence issues. This collective defense arrangement only apply suo-mail attacks against signatures that occurred in Europe or North America; it did not include conflicts in the colonial areas. After the agreement was signed, a large number of signing military aid
were requested in the United States. Later in 1949, President Treumen suggested a military aid program, and Upproperiating passed the Us Congress in October and established some $1,400,000,000 for building Western European defense. Soon after the establishment of the North Atlantic Agreement organization, the korean war's expanding members led
members to merge their defense forces through the central headquarters and move quickly to coordinate them. The North Korean attack on South Korea was seen extensively in time to be an example of communist aggression directed by Moscow, so the United States strengthened its military promises to provide assurance against Soviet aggression on the
European continent. In 1952, members agreed to recognize Greece and Turkey for NATO and added the Federal Republic of Germany in 1955. The West German entry led the Soviet Union to take revenge with its regional alliance, which took form of the Warsaw Agreement organization and As member countries of the state of Eastern Europe. Collective
defense arrangements in NATO serve to keep western Europe whole under the U.S. nuclear umbrella. In the 1950s, one of NATO's first military beliefs emerged in the form of mass retaliation, or the idea that if a member was attacked, the United States would respond with a massive nuclear attack. The danger of such a reaction was to work as a barrier
against Soviet aggression on the continent. Although formed in response to the developing Cold War Agassi, NATO has been out of the end of this conflict, even with membership to include some former Soviet states. It remains the largest peace military alliance in the world. World.
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